BEVERAGES

WE OFFER COMPLIMENTARY FILTERED FLAT WATER
INDIAN WELLS DRAFT ROOT BEER 8
UNLIMITED SPARKLING WATER 8
SPRITE, MEXICAN COKE OR TOPO CHICO 5
OOLONG HERBAL ICED TEA 5
ORANGE JUICE 5

MOCKTAILS

LAUREN’S SPICY COOLER 10
BLACKBERRY, CILANTRO, SERRANO, LIME
LINGUA PALMER 7
LAUREN’S SPICY COOLER, HIBISCUS TEA
ELDER SPRITZ 15
ELDERFLOWER TONIC, LIME, STRAWBERRY
CHEF’S FROZEN BOOZE-LESS FROZEN DRINK 12

GIGGLE WATER

MIMOSA
REGULAR 13 VIC’S SPICY 15 OR NIA ELDERFLOWER 8
MICHELA 12
CASA PALE LAGER & HOUSE SPICY TOMATO MIX, LIME
FARMERS MARKET LILLET FRUIT COCKTAIL 13
ROUGE OR BLANC
VESO VANILLA CARAJILLO 15
BREWED ESPRESSO, VESO VANILLA APERITIF, SIMPLE SYRUP

CAWFEETAWK

WE PROUDLY BREW PASQUINI COFFEE (LA)
RED BLOSSOM TEA (SF)

ALL OF THE STANDARDS SINGLE 6 DOUBLE 7.5
REGULAR, OAT, PISTACHIO OR ALMOND MILK .50
CHAI TEA LATTE 7
MATCHA LATTE 7
ROSE WATER MATCHA 10
HOT PEPPERMINT ROSE OR JADE FORMOSA TEA 6
MOLASSES N’ CREAM 7
ESPRESSO, CREAM, GRANDMA’S MOLASSES

SNACKS

GRILLED BREAD, JAM AND HOUSE BUTTER 12
HOUSE PICKLE PLATE 8
CASTELVETRANO OLIVES WITH LAVENDER 6

BRUNCH

HOUSE CHORIZO TOSTADA SALAD TWO SUNNY EGGS, AVOCADO,
MIXED GREENS, CILANTRO, CRISPY SHALLOT, LIME.................................21

TOM’S MARINATED BABY SQUASH AND PEPPERS ON TOAST
DI STEFANO BURRATA, BASIL, SABA.....................................................19

Egg Sandwich Lingua English Muffin, Sharp Cheddar,
Heirloom Tomato, Steamed Egg.........................................................14
+ FRIED BOLOGNA..............................................................16

Lingua Burrito For Brunch Scrambled Egg, Bacon Lardons,
Cheddar Curds, Matchbook Potatoes, Crème Fraîche, Served
With Hot Sauce..................................................................................17

“EggS N STicks N Curds” Matchstick Potatoes, Malt Vinegar
Aioli, Two Sunny Side Eggs, Cheddar Curds, Herbs.........................18
+ "Poutine Style" House Sage Sausage Gravy.................................26

KIKI’S BANANA GRIDDLE CAKES Huckleberry Compote,
Whipped Mascarpone........................................................................18

“BIG SALAD” Mixed Greens, Six Minute Egg, Grilled Corn,
Cucumber, Tomato, Shaved Radish and Lemon Dressing..............21
+ OAK SMOKED SALMON..................................................................29

STEAK AND EGGS Cajun Spice Grilled Flat Iron, Two Sunny Side
Eggs, Matchbook Potatoes.............................................................28

SIDES

MARKET FRUIT AND TAJIN....8
MATCHBOOK POTATOES....8
HOUSE SAGE SAUSAGE GRAVY....9
TWO STRIPS SWEET BACON....9

KINDLY NO MODIFICATIONS OR SUBSTITUTIONS

CONSUMING RAW OR UNDERCOOKED MEATS, POULTRY, SEAFOOD, SHELLFISH, OR EGGS MAY INCREASE YOUR RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS,
ESPECIALLY IF YOU HAVE CERTAIN MEDICAL CONDITIONS.